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For the state of IL
Champaign County Courthouse 

101 E.  Main st.   Urbana IL, 61801

dated: 1/ 4/ 10
trial#   10 MR 906

JAMES FRANK OSTERBUR
2191 COUNTY ROAD, 2500 E,     ST. JOSEPH, IL 61873

V.

ILLINOIS ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
box 19281    Springfield IL 62794-9276
IL DEPT OF AGRICULTURE OVERSIGHT AND ENFORCEMENT.
Box 19281   Springfield IL 62794-9281
Environmental protection agency for the USA, chicago office IL:
US EPA region 5 Ralph Metcalfe Federal building   77 W. Jefferson blvd Chicago
IL 60604
Department of OSHA for this USA.  Chicago area
701 Lee st.   Suite 950   Des Plaines IL 60016
Department of traffic safety for IL
box 19245   Springfield IL 62794-9245
Department of human rights;   100 W.  Randolph st.  Chicago IL 60601-3218

RE: THE legal DEMAND FOR ENFORCEMENT OF RULES AND LAWS as are
applicable to this state and nation.   With regard to the corporate entity called:   
United Feeds of Illinois/ Indiana. 

SUPPLEMENT TO THE BRIEF

The functional analysis of this trial, demanding from this our government
the intervention between business/ industry/ agriculture/ and the needs of all
humanity;   as is established by the foundation of rights associated the constitution
both state and nation.   With regard to,  the impact of people who choose to
trespass against us; for  deliberate greed, “I want more”.   Thereby discarding the
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reality of: their invasion of our lives/ our environment”/ our needs being cast aside
simply because they want more. This trial seeks a boundary: that then, Does
determine what the future of our state/nation, or world shall be.  The simple truth
identified as:   “OUR RIGHTS, not just yours”. Fundamentally creates a trial
beyond the findings of the governmental employees listed above.  Thereby
realities of protection under the law:   finds for the sake of our lives, our future,
and our environment the need to establish by REDRESS OF GRIEVANCES.  An
opportunity for all citizens of this place to define for themselves as a democracy
the limits:   we will accept, for life or money.  It is our right, not mine/ nor people
to vote for me: but as a society this shall then define living in this state or nation.
This is not fundamentally about business or economies.  This is functionally about
the choices between:  life or money, as a society.   The question, Who or what is
more important:   greed or life/ environment or consumption/ a future or killing
everything on earth:   are all fundamental to that equation? That is the question. It
needs an answer today, because the ability to impact so much more, than in the
past proves it cannot be delayed.  Redress of grievances by both state and national
constitutional right:   shall provide the answer/ it is the right pronounced by
democracy.  OUR RIGHT, AS WE THE PEOPLE!

 Because this question represented by this elevator and this community, and
me, exists ONLY:   because the tiny few who own the elevator caused it to be so,
in their own aspiration’s to be “bigger: to take more for themselves”.  Regardless
of the impact on our lives/ my life.  The power to influence my life/ our lives is
clear.  That is not “a felony”/ in the games men play.  But it is “a felony trespass”
on our lives, when the impact of their games, becomes the reality of what we
must endure simply because they want more.  I am paying, for their greed/
they use, abuse, & take my freedom; thereby my life away.  Because they
want more money, more pride, and more power.  Not a game for me/ an
unjustifiable impact. The same being true for all those affected, within the
environment they created, which we cannot escape.  Greed is a game/ it is not
about survival, it is not about society: greed is about power/ pride/ and selfishness. 
Greed is about robbing others, so that you can have more.  How is that “democracy
in action”? How is that freedom, when it imprisons me with environmental
consequences & changes my life/ because of their actions.  There is no
constitutional right to greed, only the right to participate for the benefit of society
and yourself. 

Redress of grievances:   is democracy in action/ or more simply as WE THE
PEOPLE!   We do, own everything, as we the people CAN change or demand
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society shall be, as we see fit.  Our lives/ our government/ our decisions;   not a
ruler in sight:    OUR CHOICE as a state or nation.  As WE THE PEOPLE! 
Therefore we decide for ourselves, one citizen equals one vote.  Keep it simple
and plain, A DEMOCRATIC REALITY.  Redress is a choice of the people/ they
decide.  But every educated decision requires the necessary knowledge and
understanding:   consequently our employees are responsible to us for truth.

There will be an attack of people who claim, “this is against democracy/ this
is an attack on their freedom to pursue wealth by any means they desire”.  IT IS
NOT TRUE!  This is the essence of democracy, the very foundation of what it
means to be “WE THE PEOPLE”/ the OWNERS of this place!

In democracy:  No allowance is given, to discard the rest/ to use, abuse,
destroy, or threaten the others:   just because you want more.  WE WANT MORE
for our lives, than to be inundated with your noise, and the reality of what you did
to us/ what any other chose to do for money, that now costs us our freedoms, our
rights, our environment, and by that effect essentially makes us your slaves!  
This by the fact “you say”, we have no choice.  

Democracy disagrees; regardless of what our employees say.  WE THE
PEOPLE HAVE RIGHTS,   WE OWN THIS STATE AND NATION!  No
exceptions: it is treason to suggest otherwise!

With regard to this situation, established by this trial: the right of redress is
“to contain the boundaries of greed/ to stop the invasion of our lives/ to transform
the reality of “their work” to best practices for all our lives/ and to make them
stop taking from our lives, to pay, for their greed.  

With regard to the money involved, the fact some will demand “ consumer
prices shall go up, because of this”!  I suggest you look instead at the truth of
where you are as a society today:   1 trillion dollars, is equal to 100,000,000
workers, EACH ONE forced into debt by their government employees:   owing
$10,000.00 each and more for just last year.   Our federal employees alone spent
over 1.3 trillion dollars last year/ add in what the state and local government spent
and it is well over 1.5 trillion for just 2010.  Or more simply our employees spent
$15,000.00 per each of one hundred million workers last year.  With a tax
extension they declare we get 850 billion dollars more, for this year/ and they
intend to spend 1.2 trillion dollars for 2011.  That equals an addition 2 trillion
dollars altogether, or twenty thousand dollars additional debt for 2011.  In two
years they spend $35,000.00 per each of one hundred million people, the census
states 309 million citizens:   or for these two years time, our federal employees
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intend to spend $35,000.00 per one out of three of us; baby/ old/ prisoner/ etc. 
THEY DON’T intend to pay it back!  THEY DO INTEND, to take everything
away.

Just the US federal employees in this year alone expect to spend no less than
3 trillion dollars. That equals $30,000.00 per one hundred million of us.  In a
nation of 309 million, it is essentially thirty thousand dollars per one in three
citizens.  And that does not include state or local debts.  It is too late to worry
about expenses.  IT IS TIME TO DECIDE FOR LIFE/ before we are dead! 
the money has been taken away.

Therefore my suggestion to you is in redress trial, CHOOSE FOR LIFE/
because you literally have no money anyway.  Just a fact of life: “its all monopoly
money”.  But remember this:   SOMEONE is getting these numbers!  SOMEONE
is spending these numbers and expecting our work! Or more simply, “the rich
man” is getting these numbers/ putting it in his bank/ and buying everything in this
nation, one foreclosure at a time.  “Its his game, you know: to own everything/ to
make you a slave”.  But its our lives;    DO YOU STILL WANT TO PLAY
THIS DAMN GAME?   The end result is we have nothing left BUT GUNS, FIRE,
VIOLENCE, AND REVENGE.   STOP the game/ choose life first!  Demand
redress and make your decision.   Remembering WE DO, have to live the result,
no matter what you choose.  There shall be consequences!  


